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Introduction:  During 1994, the Space Shuttle Endeav-
our flew two Spaceborne Radar Laboratory missions with
the purpose of collecting synthetic aperture radar images of
Earth [1]. Several known or suspected impact structures
were successfully acquired and subsequently reported [2].
Scientists are still examining enormous amounts of archived
data and, in this report, we document the prominent appear-
ance of Connolly Basin impact structure in Western Austra-
lia.

Connolly Basin Impact Structure:  An isolated 9-km
wide, distinctly circular topographic feature on Australian
1:250,000 Morris sheet was first recognized as a probable
impact site and then formally named by E.M Shoemaker and
C.S. Shoemaker [3]. Detailed field studies soon produced
geologic criteria for a well preserved impact structure [4, 5]
and, today, this location appears in global inventories of
verified terrestrial craters.

The site lies in Western Australia,s Gibson Desert,
within a broad region mantled by lateritic strata of probable
early Tertiary origin. An outer topographic rim is elevated
25 to 40-m above surrounding lateritic plains and encircles a
central playa. In the center of the playa oldest exposed Per-
mian rocks occur as an uplifted area about 1-km wide and
are composed of chaotically oriented sandstone blocks and
fragments.
A partial annulus of probable Cretaceous-to-Tertiary beds
occurs on the floor of the basin between its outer rim and
central uplift.

Radar Imagery:  Imagery of Connolly Basin was col-
lected inadvertently during an extended data take (track
line) planned to acquire radar data over Wolf Creek crater
in northern Australia. Two separate instruments were si-
multaneously operating. A U.S. designed multipol-
multifrequency system operated in the longer 6 and 12-cm C
and L Bands, and a joint German-Italian system operated in
shorter 3-cm X-Band. Longer wavelengths tend to penetrate
desert sediments and produce radar-dark images while
shorter wavelengths tend to scatter more readily from
gravely or vegetated surfaces.

Figure 1 shows Conolly Basin in 3-cm HH (horizontaly
traanmitted/received)data. Radar-bright gravelly laterite
plains are overprinted by a darker sand-filled dendritic
drainage pattern. Exposed or near-surface broken rocks
clearly show as brighter returns

in the rim structure, central uplift, annular ring, and as a
mass of Mesozoic strata in the NE quadrant.

Fig. 1. Space Shuttle X-Band 3-cm Radar Image of Con-
nolly Basin impact structure in western Australia.
This 15 km wide image is centered at -23.533 deg S;
124.750 deg E.
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